A Map of New Deal New York

Go Camping In a New Deal Treasure!

Following on our map of New Deal San

The Mendocino Woodlands Camp State Park in

Francisco, we’re hard at work on one for the City

Northern California is a National Historic

of New York, slated for release in Fall 2016. It

Landmark, built in the 1930s by the WPA.

will provide a new perspective on our nation’s

Nestled in 700 acres of redwood trees, the

largest city and biggest recipient of the New

Mendocino

Deal’s massive public investment and job

operated the site since 1949, hosting camping

creation programs. Collective memory has

trips by a wide range of organizations and social

faded over the years, but the landscape of New

groups. Learn more, and plan your own visit.

Woodlands

Association

has

York was dramatically transformed during the
Roosevelt/LaGuardia years.

Living New Dealer of the Month: Evan

Crowdsourcing: A Guide

Kalish

Our New Deal map, with almost 11,000 sites, is

Evan Kalish, our New York Regional Director, is

the collective work of volunteers and associates

the single greatest contributor to the Living New

who send us their discoveries. The Living New

Deal map and database, with over 2,500

Deal is a public resource with public input and

projects to his credit. A computer whiz, he has

we're proud of our crowdsourcing. To ensure

discovered hundreds of hidden sources of New

accuracy and consistency, we've created a

Deal data around the country. Evan’s a post

new style guide, drawn up by Evan Kalish, to

office fanatic, too, with a terrific blog, Going

help our team in Berkeley. We continue to

Postal.

welcome your submissionskeep 'em coming!

* Recorded in 1932 by Don Redman and His Orchestra, with the assistance of Bill Robinson,
"Doin' the New Low Down" was a hit record in the year before Franklin Roosevelt's administration
undertook the New Deal.
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